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 Circle the word  
 
Listen to the first part of the article. Circle the word you hear. 

Merriam-Webster.com is an (offline, online) dictionary. Every (year, month), 

the dictionary (writes, chooses) a top (word, place) of the year. Gaslighting 

was the (last, top) word of 2022. 

The (amount, number) of times a word is (booked, looked) up in the 

dictionary helps (decide, collide) the word of the year. (Reaches, Searches) 

for ‘gaslighting’ (increased, pieced) 1,740 per cent in 2022. 

 True or false 
 
Circle T if the statement is true. Circle F if the statement is false. 
 

1. Gaslighting is a type of physical abuse. T F 

2. Over time, victims of gaslighting gain more trust in 
themselves. T F 

3. People become more dependent on the person who is 
gaslighting them. T F 

4. Gaslight was the name of a 1988 movie. T F 

5. Gaslighting was the top word of 2022. T F 
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 Jack and Sarah 
 

Read the story and answer the questions in complete sentences. 
 

Sarah and Jack were in a relationship. Jack would often disagree with things 
Sarah knew were true and would deny doing or saying things.  
 
One day, Sarah brought up a time when Jack promised to take her out for 
her birthday, but he did not do it. Jack denied making the promise and said 
Sarah was wrong. Sarah was confused and hurt. She started to doubt her 
memory and her own mind.  
 
Over time, Jack's behavior got worse. Sarah felt alone and dependent on 
him. Finally, Sarah realized that Jack had been making her doubt herself and 
she decided to end the relationship and get help. 
 

1. How did Jack treat Sarah in the story? 

______________________________________________________________ 

2. What did Sarah bring up to Jack one day? 

______________________________________________________________ 

3. How did Jack respond when Sarah brought up her birthday? 

______________________________________________________________ 

4. How did Sarah feel as a result of Jack’s behavior? 

______________________________________________________________ 

5. Why did Sarah decide to get help? 

______________________________________________________________ 
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Answers 
Circle the word 
 
Merriam-Webster.com is an (offline, online) dictionary. Every (year, month), the 
dictionary (writes, chooses) a top (word, place) of the year. Gaslighting was the (last, top) 
word of 2022. 
 
The (amount, number) of times a word is (booked, looked) up in the dictionary helps 
(decide, collide) the word of the year. (Reaches, Searches) for ‘gaslighting’ (increased, 
pieced) 1,740 per cent in 2022. 
 
True or false 
 
1. F  2. F  3. T  4. F  5. T 
 
Sarah and Jack 
 

1. Jack would often disagree with things Sarah knew were true and would deny doing 
or saying things. 

2. Sarah brought up a time where Jack promised to take her out for her birthday, but 
she never followed through. 

3. Jack denied ever making the promise and told Sarah she was wrong.  
4. Sarah felt hurt and confused. She started to doubt herself. 
5. Sarah felt alone and dependent on Jack. She realized Jack was making her doubt 

herself more and more. 
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